FRITZ LANG (5 December 1890, Vienna, Austria—2 August 1976, Beverly Hills, Los Angeles) directed 47 films, from Halbblut (Half-caste) in 1919 to Die Tausend Augen des Dr. Mabuse (The Thousand Eye of Dr. Mabuse) in 1960. Some of the others were Beyond a Reasonable Doubt (1956), The Big Heat (1953), Clash by Night (1952), Rancho Notorious (1952), Cloak and Dagger (1946), Scarlet Street (1945), The Woman in the Window (1944), Ministry of Fear (1944), Western Union (1941), The Return of Frank James (1940), Das Testament des Dr. Mabuse (The Crimes of Dr. Mabuse, Dr. Mabuse's Testament, The Last Will of Dr. Mabuse, 1933), M (1931), Dr. Mabuse, der Spieler (Dr. Mabuse, King of Crime, Dr. Mabuse: The Gambler, Inferno 1922) and Harakiri (Madame Butterfly (1919). He appears in a number of interesting interview films, among them Jean-Luc Godard's Cinéma de notre temps: Le dinosaure et le bébé, dialogue en huit parties entre Fritz Lang et Jean-Luc Godard (1967). And he plays a movie director making a film in Godard's classic, Le Mépris (Contempt, 1963). The BFI site has the 1962 National Film Theatre interview with Lang on line at http://www.bfi.org.uk/features/lang/interview.html. Michael Grost's excellent critical bio of him is on line at http://members.aol.com/MG4273/lang.htm. There's a good deal of Lang material on line at the British Film Institute web site: http://www.bfi.org.uk/features/lang/.

From the mid-1920s until 1933, Lang was recognized as the greatest director in Germany, and perhaps in Europe. By the time he arrived in the States, he was no more than one of the many distinguished European refugees; by 1950, he had become just another directorial hack and politically dubious at that.

Lang regained his status as one of cinema's greatest artists. Pauline Kael rated him with Eisenstein, Gance, Griffith, and Welles as one “whose prodigious failures make other people's successes look puny.”

Critics quickly picked up on architectural debates and housing issues, labour laws and film politics. Despite its lack of realism, the film is something of a psychogram or fever-chart of the late 20s which across its tale of technology run riot and industrial regimentation, is obsessed with rising temperatures, pressures coming to a head, bubbling liquids on the boil, imminent explosions and inundating floods: in short, it records all manner of forces welling up from the deep. It also opposes to America's perceived optimism of
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unlimited progress and Fordist pragmatism the self-consciously European clamor for spiritual values, embodied in Weimar Germany’s defensively hesitant, sentimentally pessimist, but also stoical or even cynical takes on modernity.

Theodor Heuss (later to become the first President of the Federal Republic in 1948) noted that in its mélange of Christian symbols, archaic motifs and sub-literary stereotypes Metropolis illustrated ‘the cramped spiritual atmosphere of our age, when the banal is blown up to heroic dimensions, the heroic is transformed into mysticism, and the mysticism is passed off as tragedy’. Yet although it may take the moral(ising) high-ground, Lang/vonHarbou’s film is none the less rife with anxiety, which at the depth-psychological or fantasy level makes Metropolis all too coherent, a fact not always recognised at the time, but one of the key points brought out by structuralist and feminist critics in the 80s, when Metropolis once more returned to prominence.

The director set out to create s populist idiom for his vision of modernity, rather than following the avant-garde and deploying the film-language of Eisenstein, Pudovkin, or Rutman, certainly well-known to Lang.

The impact of Metropolis in 1927 was enormous: hardly an article in the papers that year did not make reference to it, including a fair number of cartoons and parodies.


Lang himself often expressed the idea that two aspects [artistic & personal] converging in one person still had to be viewed separately. His discretion and the legends he invented about himself make it all the more essential to proceed from his biography, to step back a bit from the personage of the film director so as to obtain a ‘complete’ view of Fritz Lang. From there we can focus on the various periods of contemporary history: the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, the Weimar Republic, the early Hitler era, emigration, remigration.

His on-screen commitment in the fight against Nazi Germany was a known fact. Unknown until now was how intensively Lang interceded personally for his colleagues in exile—for example for Kurt Pinthus, Hans Sahl, Egon Erwin Kisch, and Berthold Brecht—or how Lang cultivated contacts with both [Born Vienna on December 5, 1890 Baptized ‘Friedrich Christian Anton Lang’ December 28th, 1890. His godfather was Christian Cabos, purveyor to the Austro-Hungarian imperial court. Parents agreed at ceremony to raise the child as a Catholic. In 1900 his mother Pauline Schlesinger Lang converted from Judaism to Catholicism at the rectory of a town near Salzburg.

Stayed in Paris 1913-14, took painting courses, left in July 1914 as anti-German sentiment rose after the murder of Jean Jaurès—a socialist who had worked toward French-German rapprochement. Lang joined the army on January 12, 1915, voluntarily enlisted. Russian front, reconnaissance, bravery citations. Wounded in trench warfare, shrapnel splinter probably in eye, declared unfit for troop duties 5/18.]

On May 15, 1924 the ‘Conference for Cinema Reform’ was opened at the ‘Urania,’ Vienna’s adult education center. The conference saw film as ‘a great cultural feat and a first-rate medium of popular entertainment.’

The former head of the Film Department of the Foreign Ministry in Berlin, Robert Volz, spoke out in favor of film censorship. Lubitsch’s Die Flamme was shown as was

What was new about the making of Metropolis—and another lesson possibly picked up from the Pommer/Lang US trip—was the extensive pre-screening publicity, the work-in-progress reports, the constant leaking to the press of stories, the arranged interviews and on-site visits. . .Billy Wilder claims to have watched Lang at work, as did Curt Siodmak. Hitchcock is known to have visited the set, though hardly as the major director he was to become. Eisenstein let himself be photographed with Lang and the Metropolis crew, as did other national and international celebrities. In Berlin in 1925, it was a sign of belonging to the smartest in-crowd to have seen Lang and von Harbou at work.

One definition of a classic is that it is a work which receives, or rather, provokes ever-new interpretation. By this definition, Metropolis amply qualifies: whether because of the over-explicit moral, the inconsistencies of the plot, or the lacunary form by which the film has survived, each generation has proposed a reading, and in each case it has been as much a barometer of a period’s own preferences and ideological preoccupations as a statement about the film.

Perhaps one reason why Lang’s film weathered so well the contradictory treatment it received across the decades is that it has the robustness of a fairy-tale.

Lang’s Die Nibelungen. Lang attacked what preceding speakers had said “bringing forth very bold and biting views. . .and indulging in tales of his own personal difficulties with the film industry and censorship.

Lang spoke very clearly and loudly against the very existence of film censorship, saying he did not believe a people .

to whom the state had documented its belief in its political maturity by giving it the right to vote needs a guardian just because some claim it is not mature enough to know what might be good or bad for it. The situation is unacceptable, for example, when a censorship board objects to a poster for the Nibelungen film because Siegfried is shown skewered by a spear, while a poster for Blaubart, the circus pantomime, can be seen on an advertising pillar, and shows skulls, naked women and blood merging in a lovely still life. I have nothing against the state introducing restrictions for youths, it’s fine
with me, but it should not dictate for adults
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we also learned that art
all art, but for film in particular, the most important is his own work.
And against this background, Lang finished his talk in a fashion which could hardly have astonished his audience. He cried out two words to them, two words “that during the two years it took to produce the Nibelungen my colleagues and I had constantly envisioned, two words which I rediscovered at the premiere of the Nibelungen about ten days ago in London, that were in German on the coat of arms of the Prince of Wales: ‘Ich dien’ (‘I serve’).”

Metropolis remained a living part of pop culture long after silent cinema was consigned to oblivion—inspiring Whitney Houston's bondage costume in The Bodyguard and Madonna's video "Express Yourself," as well as Blade Runner and Batman.)

On one hand, Metropolis celebrates its own mechanism. The movie revels in cinematic might, as manifest in its spectacular set pieces—the opening gear-and-piston montage, Freder's hallucination of the machine as Moloch, and the flooding of the underground city (not to mention the studio). On the other hand, this is a movie in which every detail is subordinate to the overall effect—most notoriously in the ways Lang deploys the decoratively arranged suffering masses. (The restored print carries this sense of absolute ornamentation over into the titles, which drip sweat or "descend" along with the workers.)

This design is not without ideological implications. While Lang's Mussolini moderne predicts the totalizing aesthetic of Nazi Germany, the movie itself seems haunted by the Russian Revolution as expressed by Eisenstein's Battleship Potemkin, which opened in Berlin as Metropolis went into production. The workers are a naturally destructive force; the false Maria could be construed as Bolshevism personified. Not surprisingly, the Weimar left attacked Metropolis even as the right endorsed the idea that technocratic billionaires and brainless workers might be reconciled by an idealistic spiritual leader. Hitler and Goebbels were among the movie's fans, and although Lang left Germany when Hitler came to power, his wife and collaborator, Thea von Harbou, co-author of the Metropolis screenplay, enthusiastically joined the Nazi Party.

There's no denying that much of Metropolis is absurd—and always was. The young Luis Buñuel was particularly straightforward, writing in a Spanish newspaper that the narrative was "trivial, bombastic, pedantic," and redolent of "antiquated romanticism," but if the story was ignored in favor of the movie's "plastic photogenic basis," Metropolis had the power to "overwhelm us as the most marvelous picture book imaginable." A similar law governs Lang's politics. Metaphor rules: Image trumps text.

No movie has ever more vividly visualized the industrialization of social relations. The metaphor of a dehumanized urban proletariat buried alive beneath the city it built is worthy of Marx. Calling for his father while crucified on the clock that balefully regulates the Metropolis time-space, Freder is the ultimate worker—a sacrificial wage-slave as 20th-century poster boy.

Roger Ebert, Chicago Sun-Times: Metropolis" does what many great films do, creating a time, place and characters so striking that they become part of our arsenal of images for imagining the world.